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Roadmap
1. Introduction and Background on “Security on Generative Data in AIGC A 

Survey” presented by Henry
2. “Privacy Risks of General-Purpose Language Models” presented by Aidan
3. “Are Large Pre-Trained Language Models Leaking Your Personal Information?” 

presented by Afsara
4. “Privacy in Large Language Models: Attacks, Defenses and Future Directions” 

presented by Ritu
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Background and 
Introduction

Privacy in AI is an emerging field that 
has seen a rapid increase in relevance 
as AI technologies have been 
implemented across more and more 
industries. Privacy preserving 
measures are still relatively new, but 
improving and adopting them is the 
key to effectively harnessing the 
power of Artificial Intelligence.
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Artificial Intelligence-Generated Content Background and Safety

Wang, T., Zhang, Y., Qi, S., Zhao, R., Xia, Z., & Weng, J. (2023). Security 
and privacy on generative data in aigc: A survey. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2309.09435. 4



Subclassifications of Security and Privacy on Generative Data
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Subclassifications of Security and Privacy on Generative Data: 
Privacy
- Privacy refers to ensuring that individual sensitive information is protected.

- Privacy in AIGC: Generative models may mimic sensitive content, which makes it possible to 
replicate sensitive training data.

- AIGC for privacy: Generative data contains virtual content, replacing the need to use sensitive data 
for training.
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Subclassifications of Security and Privacy on Generative Data: Controllability

- Controllability refers to ensuring effective management and control access of 
information to restrict unauthorized access.

- Access control: Generative data needs to be controlled to prevent negative impacts from 
adversaries.

- Traceability: Generative data needs to support the tracking of the generation process for 
monitoring any behavior involving security.
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Subclassifications of Security and Privacy on Generative Data: Authenticity

- Authenticity refers to maintaining the integrity and truthfulness of data.
- Generative detection: The ability to detect the difference between generated data and real data.
- Generative attribution: Data should be further attributed to generative models to ensure credibility 

and enable accountability.
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Subclassifications of Security and Privacy on Generative Data: Compliance

- Compliance refers to adhering to relevant laws, regulations, and industry 
standards.

- Non-toxicity: generative data is prohibited from containing toxic content.
- Factuality: Generative data is strictly factual and should not be illogical or inaccurate.
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Areas of Concern
While leaking user information is never ideal, some areas are of more concern than others:

● Medical Information: Family history, underlying conditions, past operations, etc. This 
information would normally be considered private, but medical use AI technologies 
might risk leaking it to outside parties, such as insurance companies or scammers

● Financial Information: Income, taxes, investments, etc, this kind of information is not 
normally publicly advertised, but might see exposure from individuals or businesses 
looking to use AI to streamline tasks like tax filings or accounting

● Personal Activities: Some people want to stay out of the public eye for one reason or 
another, and AI technologies used by travel agencies, airlines, etc might expose their 
locations and plans
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Defenses: Differential Privacy

Hassan, M. U., Rehmani, M. H., & Chen, J. (2019). Differential privacy 
techniques for cyber physical systems: a survey. IEEE Communications 
Surveys & Tutorials, 22(1), 746-789. 11



Defenses: Distributed Models
● By distributing the databases used for a model, risks are much lower for any given 

attack and many attacks may be outright thwarted.
● However, analysis on reported data from distributed nodes can still leak 

information.
● To combat this, combining with DP allows

a federated system that is very private.
● Wei et al 2020 paper covers this

Wei, K., Li, J., Ding, M., Ma, C., Yang, H. H., Farokhi, F., ... & Poor, H. V. 
(2020). Federated learning with differential privacy: Algorithms and 
performance analysis. IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics and 
Security, 15, 3454-3469. 12



Privacy Risks of 
General-Purpose 
Language Models

Original Work by Xudong Pan, 
Mi Zhang, Shouling Ji and Min 

Yang

Presented by Aidan Hesselroth

Released in 2020, this paper covers 
how general purpose language 
models such as Google’s Bert and 
Open AI’s ChatGPT expose some 
elements of the training data 
unintentionally through text 
embeddings.
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Overview
● General purpose large language models are becoming increasingly popular

○ Used for a variety of end purposes due to flexibility

● However, “general-purpose language models tend to capture much sensitive 
information in the sentence embeddings”
○ Sensitive information such as financial or medical data

● Similar reconstructions/membership inferences attacks exist in generative AI for 
imaging, examples here show they exist for NLP too
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Related Works
● As mentioned previously, model inversion attacks exist for image generators

○ “Model inversion attacks that exploit confidence information and basic countermeasures,”
○ “Privacy in pharmacogenetics: An end-to-end case study of personalized warfarin dosing,”
○ Both Fredrickson et al, mid 2010s

● Membership inference attacks
○ Membership inference attacks against machine learning models,” Shokri et al. 2017

● General ML privacy risks
○ Not specific private data, using big data to predict unknown private info
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Motivations
● LLMs like Bert and ChatGPT mentioned previously are being pushed as general 

purpose tools
● Many companies do not understand the comparative risks of data leakage for 

LLMs vs other types of models
○ Particular risks for sensitive information such as medical or financial info

● This paper shows how even relatively simple attacks pose a threat in order to 
better inform the public about the risks of using LLMs with sensitive information
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Attack Basics
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Assumptions
1. The adversary has access to a set of embeddings of plain text, which may contain 

the sensitive information the adversary is interested in
2. For simplicity only, we assume the adversary knows which type of pretrained 

language models the embeddings come from.
3. The adversary has access to the pretrained language model as an oracle, which 

takes a sentence as input and outputs the corresponding embedding
a. The format of the plain text is fixed and the adversary knows the generating rules of the plain text.
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Attack Pipeline
● 4 Steps for the basic attack (outlined below)

○ Create non-sensitive training data approximation (external corpus)
○ Query model for embeddings using external corpus
○ Using embeddings and labels to train attack model
○ Use attack model to infer sensitive training data
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Case Studies
1. Citizen ID - commonly used, but possibly sensitive

a. May exist in training data or sensitive data that an organization is using LLMs to process
b. Examples include US Social security numbers, which are considered semi-private

2. Genome Sequence - Bert used for splice site predictions
a. However DNA can contain indicators for medical conditions, demographic info, etc
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Pattern Recognition
● Generate 1000 citizen ids according to 3 part schema

○ Chinese citizen ID example, want to recover birth date

● 8 genome classifications for splice site predictions
● Set up year, month and date sub-attacks for citizen ID
● More complex set-up for genome, omitted for time
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Keyword Inference
● Case Study: Airline reviews providing info on travel plans
● Case Study: medical descriptions providing sensitive health information
● Division based on white vs black box models (attack is harder, but still possible 

black box)
● Overall, highly effective in both cases but notably less so in blackc box scenarios 

(75% accuracy vs 99% accuracy, though on the airline dataset the blackbox still 
achieves roughly 90% accuracy)

● Google’s XL and Facebook’s RoBERTa are more robust against whitebox attacks 
than peers
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Keyword Inference Cont’d
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Defenses 
4 strategies: Rounding, Laplace DP, Privacy Preserving Mapping, Subspace Projection
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Conclusion
● There are serious risks of leaking private data from training/backend inputs for 

LLMs
● Attacks against even blackbox systems are relatively effective without further 

defensive measures
● Existing defenses against keyword inference and pattern matching attacks on 

NLP models are possibly sufficient
○ However awareness and widespread adoption are majorly lacking
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Are Large Pre-Trained 
Language Models 

Leaking Your 
Personal 

Information?
Presented by Afsara Benazir

Authors: Jie Huang et. al (UIUC)

Published in EMNLP’22
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Context
Capacities that may cause privacy leakage:

- Memorization

PLMs memorize a lot of training data, prone to leakage

- Association

PLMs can associate the personal information with its owner, thus attackers 
can query the information with the owner’s name, e.g., the email address of 
Tom is _____ .

Paper focuses on email address
27
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Attack Task
2 major parts:  local part and domain – localpart@domain, e.g., abcf@xyz.com. 

1) given the context of an email address, examine whether the model can recover the 
email address;

2) given the owner’s name, query PLMs for the associated email address with an 
appropriate prompt

Enron Corpus - dataset containing over 600,000 emails - collected 3238(name, email) 
pairs
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Methodology
How to measure memorization?

Input - prefix of the sequence to PLM

How to Measure Association?

create four prompts to extract the target email address (A and B)
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Longer context can discover more memorization
predictions mainly based on memorization of 
sequences

PLMs have good memorization, but poor association
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The more knowledge, the more likely the attack will be successful
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The larger the model, the higher the risk
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PLMs are vulnerable yet relatively safe - HOW?

-  if training data private:
attackers have no access to acquire the contexts

- if training data public:
PLMs cannot improve the accessibility of the target email address 
since attackers still need to find (e.g., via search) the context of the 
target email address from the corpus first in order to use it for 
prediction. 

if the attacker already finds the context, they can simply get the email 
address after the context without the help of PLMs
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Conclusion

PLMs do leak personal information due to memorization. 

However, since the models are weak at association, the risk of 
specific personal information being extracted by attackers is low

Related - Lehman et al. (2021) BERT - pretrained over clinical notes

Finding: model cannot meaningfully associate names with conditions
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Mitigating Privacy Leakage
Pre-processing

- Blur long patterns
- deduplicate training data

Post-processing

- module to examine whether the output text contains sensitive 
information
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Privacy in Large 
Language Models: 

Attacks, Defenses and 
Future

Directions
Presented by Rituparna Datta

Large language models offer 
unprecedented capabilities in NLP 
tasks, but they also introduce 
significant privacy risks. 

This paper analyzes current privacy 
attacks on LLMs, discusses defense 
strategies, highlights emerging 
concerns, and suggests areas for future 
research.
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Motivation
● Training data includes vast internet-extracted text

○ Poor quality & Leaks PII (personally identifiable information)
○ Violates privacy laws

● Integration of diverse applications into LLMs
○ such as ChatGPT + Wolfram Alpha, ChatPDF, New Bing etc
○ Additional domain-specific privacy and security vulnerabilities

● Studying the trade-off between privacy and utility of all mechanism.
○ DP vs current mechanisms
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Backdoor attacks

When secret triggers are activated for any given input x, the victim models will produce target 
outputs y = f (x) desired by the adversary.

● Backdoor Attacks with Poisoned Datasets

● Backdoor Attacks with Poisoned Pre-trained LMs
○ The adversary may also release their pre-trained models and activate their injected 

triggers to even compromise fine-tuned LLMs from the released pre-train weights.

● Backdoor Attacks with Fine-tuned LMs
41



Prompt Injection
 Attacks

● Manipulates or injects malicious content into the prompt or input p given to the model 
to get the altered pattern ˜p, with the aim to influence its behavior or generate 
unwanted outputs f(˜p).

● Prompt injection attacks may recover sensitive prompts and even sensitive information 
from LLMs
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Training Data 
Extraction Attacks

● Relying solely on black-box access to a trained LM f
● Designed to recover the model’s memorized training data d where d ∈ Dpre or Dft. 
● Provides inputs x and receiving response y = f (x) from the victim model, 

simulating a benign user’s interaction. 
● The only exception is that the obtained responses y are likely to be memorized 

sensitive data d
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Membership Inference 
Attacks

● The adversary may have additional knowledge about potential training 
data samples D where some samples belong to training data

● The adversary’s goal is to determine if a given sample x ∈ D is trained by 
f . 

● For an extracted data sample y from victim model f , if the model f has 
high confidence on C(f, x, y) where x refers to the attacker’s input (can 
also be an empty string), then y is likely to be part of f ’s training data.
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Attacks with Extra Information

adversary with access to vector 
representations and gradients.

● Attribute Inference Attacks
○ exploits given the embeddings femb(x) of a 

textual sample x and recovers x’s sensitive 
attribute Sx

● Embedding Inversion Attacks
○ exploits the given embedding femb(x) to 

recover the original input x.

● Gradient Leakage
○ recovering input texts given access to their 

corresponding model gradients.
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Other attacks
● Prompt Extraction Attacks

○ Finding out the precious prompts, which can be used in prompt injection 
attacks

● Adversarial Attacks
○ to exploit the models’ instability to small perturbations to original inputs.

● Side Channel Attacks
○ possible privacy side channels for systems developed from LLMs.

- training data filtering, input preprocessing, model output filtering and query 
filtering 

● Decoding Algorithm Stealing
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A summary of surveyed privacy attacks on LLMs. The attack stage indicates when the privacy attacks are conducted 
and the attacker accessibility indicates what the attacker may access during the attacks.
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Privacy Defenses - Federated Learning
● Allows multiple parties to train LLMs collaboratively without sharing private data
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Specific Defense
● Defenses on Backdoor Attacks

○ For deep neural networks (DNNs): Fine-Pruning, 
Activation Clustering (AC)

○ For NLP models: ONION, Backdoor Keyword 
Identification(BKI), CUBE

● Defense on Data Extraction Attacks

○ Patil et al. (2023) proposed an attack-and-defense 
framework

○ Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) 
methods

○ Rule-based reward models (RBRMs), reinforcement 
learning from AI feedback (RLAIF)
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Future Directions on Privacy-preserving LLMs & Limitations
Existing Limitations

● Impracticability of Privacy Attacks
● Limitations of Differential Privacy Based LLMs

Future Directions

● Ongoing Studies about Prompt Injection Attacks
● Future Improvements on SMPC (Secure Multi-Party Computation)
● Privacy Alignment to Human Perception
● Empirical Privacy Evaluation
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Conclusion
● This survey lists existing privacy attacks and defenses in LMs and LLMs.

● It critiques the limitations of these approaches and suggests future directions for 
privacy studies in language models.
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Thank you!
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